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                On the Origin of Species

                
 by   Charles Darwin 
Darwin's theories has coined the term,"The Survival Of The Fittest". 

This book is an academic explanation of the Darwin's many theories which ultimately becoming the concept of Life Sciences now.  

Darwin's theory of evolution is based on key facts and the inferences drawn from them summarised as follows:
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                Men of the Old Stone Age

                
 by   Henry Fairfield Osborn 
Men of the Old Stone Age written by Henry Fairfield Osborn is a historic work of the human evolution of many stages from his ignorance of agriculture, his dependence on the natural food like fruits and flesh, discovery of fire and clothing, wildness to survive himself from animals, invention of shelters through hut.

From the above prehistoric st..
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                Myths and Dreams

                
 by   Edward Clodd 
Myths and Dreams is written by Edward Clodd, an anthropologist and writer of English origin.

Objective of this book is to deliver how myths and dreams lead humans to develop supernatural beliefs. Examples are cited from both barbaric races and civilized races. 

Written in two parts, part one covers the myths and its birth and growth, par..
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                Seductio Ad Absurdum

                
 by   Emily Hahn 
Seductio Ad Absurdum is written by Emily Hahn, an American journalist and Author of more than 52 books and 180 articles and stories. Interestingly Seductio Ad Absurdum is her first book which is a tongue-in-cheek exploration of how men court women. It was published in the year 1930 with the support of her literary agent Maxim Lieber.

This book e..
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                Woman Her Sex And Love Life

                
 by   William J. Robinson 
Woman Her Sex And Love Life, By William J. Robinson, an American Physician who is remembered as the first American physician to advocate birth control and contraceptive knowledge.

The author starts the book with the interesting topic of how woman was created in the universe, based on the Hindu mythology, which ends up in a note of “Man neither l..
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                A Short History of the World

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
A Short History of the World is a non-fictional exploration of the world written by H. G. Wells, an English writer known as “The Father Of Science Fiction” with his notable fiction works such as The Time Machine, The Island of Doctor Moreau and The War of the Worlds.

This book explores the formation world, starting from the origin of earth, deve..
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                The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals

                
 by   Charles Darwin 
The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals is an exploration of genetically determined aspects of behavior written by Charles Darwin, an English Geologist remembered for his evolutionary theory.

His notable works include On the Origin of Species, The Descent of Man, and The Formation of Vegetable Mould through the Action of Worms.

Illu..
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                The Prehistoric World; Or, Vanished race

                
 by   Emory Adams Allen 
The Prehistoric World; Or, Vanished races is an exploration of evolution of mankind written by Emory Adams Allen.  This book traces the human evolution and the fallen races in various continents since centuries back. Detailed chapters describes early geological periods, cave men, iron age in Europe, bronze age in Europe, early man in America, ..
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